Collective Management Organizations as Fiduciaries and Blockchain’s Potential for
Copyright Management
Background:
As widely acknowledged by academics1 and European legislators2, Collective Management
Organizations (CMOs) play an important role as promoters of creativity and key contributors to the
quality of culture3. Collective management of copyright is not just a technical problem, dealing
with licensing of works or collection and distribution of royalties. CMOs are the intermediaries that
act on behalf of their members4; but uncertainties may occur due to the monopoly position, on the
basis of which these organizations operate.
Research question & objective:
CMOs should meet high levels of transparency to better reach their goals. While some
minimum standards are set by laws, perhaps, new ideas could be implemented to better manage
copyright in the interest of rightsholders and the culture itself. Although collective management
comes in many shapes and sizes, it is generally acknowledged that CMOs should act in the best
interests of their members. So, the introduction of fiduciary laws is proposed to treat CMOs as
entrustees, who would act to promote the beneficiaries’ (i.e. the rightsholders’) interests. In such
relationships, CMOs could manage copyright with duties of loyalty and care5, which could probably
ensure the optimal level of transparency. Fiduciary laws deal with relationships based on trust6; and
trust could be strengthened by promising blockchain, whose potential for copyright management7
is also examined.
Methodology:
First, an overview of the current regime is provided to detect CMOs’ duties and understand
their role in the copyright arena. They have special power over others and special relationship to
others. This could justify the application of fiduciary laws to address risks of mismanagement or
lack of transparency.
Furthermore, fiduciary duty is analyzed. This is a legal term referring to the type of duty
that a person or an organization, who/which manages someone else’s power or property, has in
relation to the owner or the beneficiary of that power or property. Trust is at the heart of such
relationships; it enables an individual to be willing to make herself vulnerable to another party,
despite potential risks that the latter will act in a way that can harm the former8. In case of copyright
management, trust could mean the willingness to become vulnerable to a CMO, which would
manage its members’ rights. An author would be the entrustor; the act of becoming a CMO’s
member would be the entrusting; and the CMO would be the entrustee, the fiduciary.
Moreover, promising blockchain, another “trust-related” mechanism, is examined to test its
potential for copyright management. Advantages could include traceable ownership, fair
distribution of royalties, direct payment, or smart contracts to allocate revenue shares. But
blockchain is still evolving9, so its intrinsic properties are distinguished from its emergent
features10. While experimenting is most probably needed to better understand possibilities and
limitations, further discussion is conducted to draw some safe conclusions as regards opportunities
and challenges for copyright management.
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